A new approach for evaluating in vivo anti-leukemic activity using the SCE assay. An application on three newly synthesised anti-tumour steroidal esters.
Three newly synthesised steroidal esteric derivatives of nitrogen mustard (compounds 1-3) were comparatively studied on a molar basis regarding their ability to induce sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) in normal human lymphocytes in vitro and therapeutic effects on leukemia P388 bearing mice. Compounds 1 and 3 are modified steroidal esters of p-methyl-m-N,N-bis(2-chloroethyl)amino benzoic acid, and compound 2 is a modified steroidal ester of chlorambucil. All compounds induced statistically significant increases in SCEs and decreases in proliferation rate indices (PRIs) of cultured human lymphocytes and significantly increased the life span of P388 bearing mice. In this study, the doses applied for therapeutic purposes upon leukemia P388 bearing mice in vivo were derived from cytogenetic observations in normal human lymphocytes in vitro. A substantially better therapeutic effect was obtained compared to the effect achieved after the use of quite higher doses related with LD(10) values. We have demonstrated that the order of anti-tumour effectiveness of the treatment schedules of the three newly synthesised compounds tested (at doses derived from cytogenetic observations) coincides with the order of the cytogenetic effects they induce. The SCE assay appears to have an application in the clinical prediction of tumour sensitivity to potential chemotherapeutics.